
  
   

             What You Need To Know About Terminals 
 
What Are Solderless Terminals Used For ? 
 Solderless terminals are used to finish the connection to thousands of different electrical 
installations. They are very versatile and come in many styles to suit many applications. They are 
made of copper (economy versions use brass) and they are tin-plated to prevent corrosion. 
 
What Are The Four Main Terminal Styles And How Are They Used ? 

1) Non-insulated terminals are simple tin-plated copper connectors. These are the least 
expensive because they have no insulation and are one piece only. They are used when 
there will never be any danger of someone short circuiting the connection through 
inadvertent touching. 

 
2) PVC insulated terminals are the most common. The barrel of the terminal is insulated 

with PVC plastic to protect against short circuits. The PVC and the copper barrel are 
crimped once to fix the terminal to the bare wire. 

 
 

3) Nylon insulated terminals are sometimes called “double crimp” terminals. They are 
crimped once on the bare wire and once on the insulation of the wire. This makes the 
“pull-out strength” of the terminal much superior. This product is ideal for high vibration or 
heavy industrial applications since the crimp is extra secure. Note that nylon insulation 
has a distinct clear look to it. 

 
4) Heat shrink insulated terminals utilize a plastic and glue that insulates the connection. 

After crimping or soldering the terminal, a torch or electric heat gun is used to shrink the 
insulation around the wire and the glue inside the insulation makes a moisture resistant 
seal. This product is ideal for trucks, autos, and other applications where dust and 
moisture could compromise the connection. 

 
What Are The Four Main Types of Termination Available ? 

1) Ring terminals are the most common. The ring on the end of the terminal is attached to a 
threaded stud and held in place with a nut. There are different size ring holes (or studs) 
depending on the equipment. 

 
 

2) Spade terminals look like a two pronged fork. The advantage of a spade terminal is that 
you can attach them to a stud without completely removing the nut. Just loosen the nut, 
insert the spade terminal, and re-tighten. Some spades have a locking mechanism or 
bent flange that holds the spade in place even when the nut is loose. 

 
 

3) Disconnect terminals slide in and out of each other. Naturally, one is female and one is 
male. These are used when the connection needs to be disconnected frequently. It is 
easy to slide the disconnect terminal on or off. Some disconnects are “fully insulated” so 
that no part of the connection is exposed after pushing the two together. 

 
4) Butt splices are simple tubes that are used to connect two pieces of wire. One piece of 

wire is inserted into each side of the butt splice and the wire is crimped on each side. 
This is especially helpful to reconnect a wire that is accidentally cut. 

 
5) There are other specialty terminals as well. Ferrules, piggy back, snap plug etc. Contact 

elecDirect.com for information or application advice on these products 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
        (elecDirect cat. pages B-3 to B-22)  (elecDirect cat. pages B-31-32) 

 
Features     Features 
* thicker gage tin plated copper  * lighter gage tin plated brass 
* extra long barrel = better crimps  * shorter barrel = compact crimps 
* longer skirt for better insulation  * shorter skirt for compact insulation 
* funnel entry for easier wire insertion * 300V rating on splices & disconnects 
* 600V rating on all styles   * 600V rating on rings and spades 
* CSA and UL certified   * UL and cUL certified 
 
Recommended Applications  Recommended Applications 
* when quoting against T&B, Panduit *when quoting against NSi, Home Depot 
  Burndy, and other top industrial lines.   & other offshore importers.  
* industrial, panel builder, OEM, high * light duty applications, 24v and lower             
  vibration applications.     applications – automotive & electronic. 
 
How Do I Crimp The Terminals? 

1) Plier Type. These are inexpensive and easy to use. The barrel of the 
terminal is simply crimped onto the bare end of the wire. These are not 
recommended in high volume or precision applications 

 
2) Ratchet Type. These tools measure the exact amount of force required for 

the crimp before releasing. They are ergonomic in design and are more 
specific to the type of terminal (i.e. double crimp, for disconnects, etc) 

 
NOTE: When terminals are certified by CSA or UL, they are tested with a 
specific tool. The specific tool must be used to maintain the safety 
certification. 
 


